
Tilting Deluxe Operator Cabs With 
ROPS/FOPS/OPS Certification
Operators will not want to leave the BTC-300's luxurious, state-of-the-art 
operator’s cab. Ballistics-grade polycarbonate windows negate the need 
for window guards, providing superb visibility while still meeting ROPS/
FOPS/OPS certification. Finished interiors with rubber-isolated cab mounts 
create a surprisingly quiet atmosphere for operators to work, yet still 
allow the cab to tilt for easy maintenance access. Industry-leading HVAC 
systems with window and foot vents ensure cool operation in summer 
and plenty of warmth in winter.  Additional convenience items like padded 
cell phone holders, USB charging ports and oversized cup holders ensure 
no other operators are treated as well in any other machine.

Available With Interchangeable 
Mowing And Stump Grinding Attachments 
Whether clearing acres of trees or fields of stumps, the BTC-300 can 
handle it with newly designed mowing and stump grinding attachments. 
The forestry mower features a very wide 90-inch cut and can easily take 
down small-to-medium sized trees. A new float feature helps the mower 
head ride at ground level without digging in. A new patent-pending 
tooth and holder design aggressively processes trees, limbs and brush, 
mulching it all directly into the ground. The stump grinding head features 
a 44-inch diameter grinding wheel with a deeper reach, and it offers 30% 
more torque than previous models for quick efficient grinding. Switching 
between the attachments is extremely easy, taking less than 10 minutes 
in the field. 

Sleek Design With A Legendary CAT® 
Steel-Track Undercarriage 
The BTC-300 can slip through thick forests and close quarters with 
minimal hang-ups thanks to its sleek design that reduced or eliminated 
many of the squared-off, bulky sections on previous Bandit® track 
carriers. Service and maintenance points have been relocated for 
easier access, reducing downtime. An industry-proven CAT 315 steel-
track undercarriage provides plenty of grip in difficult terrain while still 
delivering exceptional maneuverability and impressive flotation.

Built By The Best And Backed 
With Lifetime Product Support 
Like all Bandit equipment, the BTC-300 is built using the highest quality 
components available. Assembly is performed by specialized teams using 
thorough welded construction to help ensure a long machine life. But 
Bandit doesn’t stop there – The Bandit Backbone™ product support team 
is available to offer factory assistance no matter the cause, the age of 
the equipment, or warranty status. When you buy a Bandit, you don’t just 
get the best equipment. You get the best product support in the industry. 

BTC-300 
TRACK CARRIER
90” Forestry Mower
44” diameter Stump Grinder
The BTC-300 is a completely new track carrier 
from Bandit Industries. From its redesigned deluxe 
operator’s cab to numerous mechanical updates and 
Tier 4 engine power, the BTC-300 delivers exceptional 
land clearing performance with exceptional reliability 
and class-leading levels of comfort. Built from 
extensive customer feedback and over a decade of 
experience with track carriers in high-production land 
clearing environments, the BTC-300 further builds 
on Bandit’s vision for a high-performance, all-terrain 
mowing and stump grinding machine.

DURABLE AND POWERFUL.
• Luxurious operator cabs with superior visibility
• High-power mowing / stump grinding attachments
• CAT 315 steel-track undercarriage for  

exceptional all-terrain performance
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CALL YOUR LOCAL BANDIT SALES REPRESENTATIVE TO SCHEDULE A DEMONSTRATION TODAY!
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BTC-300 
Specifications

ENGINE
  300 HP John Deere, Tier 4 Final
  315 HP Volvo, Tier 4 Final
  Coming Soon 321 HP CAT, Tier 4

UNDERCARRIAGES
STEEL TRACK - Caterpillar 312B or 315

MEASUREMENTS:
Length: 220-½” 
Outside Track Width: 102”
Height 125-¼”
Carrier Weight: 31,200 lbs
Fuel Tank: (2) 56 gal
Hyd. Tank:

Attachment Hyd. 

Ground Pressure 
w/600mm pads: 

5.5 PSI

Ground Pressure 
w/800mm pads: 

4.1 PSI

Tank
45 gal

32 gal

The Bandit Backbone ™ Support
The Bandit Backbone is Bandit’s commitment to 
customer service and support. It’s always been a 
cornerstone of Bandit’s philosophy, and today that 
backbone is stronger than ever. If you own a Bandit 
track carrier — regardless the age, hours, or warranty 
status — the Bandit Backbone is here to support you.

The BTC’s 90” wide mower head has a new float 
feature that helps the mower ride at ground level 
without digging in.

Forestry Mower Head

Stump Grinder Head
The 44-inch-diameter grinding wheel reaches deeper 
and offers 30% more torque than previous models.
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BANDIT
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CAT
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GREEN BLACK WHITE

Standard & Custom Colors Available 
Choose from six standard colors, or select  
a custom color to match your fleet.

BTC-300
Track Carrier

Stump Grinder Head
Attachment

Forestry Mower
Attachment

STUMP GRINDER HEAD
Working Height: 83”
Working Depth: 65”
Stumper Wheel Size: 44” Tip to Tip
Stumper Swing: 77”
Number of Teeth: 64
Weight: 3,860 lbs.

FORESTRY MOWER HEAD
Working Height: 66”
Working Width: 90”
Outside Head Width: 109-½”
Number of Teeth: 46
         Weight: 6,400 lbs.


